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Context

• Carclaze Community Primary School, St 
Austell, Cornwall.

• Year 2 class of 21 pupils

• Reading is a fundamental and intrinsic part 
of Carclaze School.

• Early reading is a priority and drives our 
school improvement strategy. We continue 
to embed a love of reading as the children 
progress throughout the school.



OU Research inspiration and rationale

Teacher review of practice

Teachers named a limited range of authors 

and poets. Teacher knowledge of children’s 

literature and other texts came out as a 

priority.

Pupil survey

A pupil survey was conducted to identify 

pupil’s knowledge of children’s literature and 

other texts. Pupils were unable to name any 

poets or poems. 

OU research suggests that teachers 

need a wide and up to date 

knowledge of children’s literature and 

other texts to build reciprocal and 

interactive reader to reader 

relationships with staff and children. 

(Cremin et al. 2014)



OU Research inspiration and rationale ctd.

TaRs found that in order to foster RfP effectively, teachers 
need to develop: 

1. Considerable knowledge of children’s literature and other 
texts

2. Knowledge of children’s reading practice

3. A reading for pleasure pedagogy which includes: 

• Social reading environments
• Reading aloud
• Independent reading
• Informal book talk, inside-text talk and 

recommendations

4. As Reading Teachers: teachers who read and readers who 
teach

5. Reading communities that are reciprocal and interactive.  
(from Cremin et al., 2014, above).



Project aims (Intent).

Aim 1
Improve Teacher knowledge of 

children’s literature and other 

texts, particularly poetry.

Aim 2
Build a repertoire of poets and 
authors to develop as a reading 
teacher: teachers who read and 
readers who teach.



Outline (Implementation).

Access to poetry books

A basket of poetry books will be 

added to the classroom reading 

area. The basket will contain a 

range of poets and themed 

poetry books to engage all pupils 

and their different interests. 

Books will be accessible to all 

pupils throughout the day. Pupils 

will be encouraged to borrow 

books from the school library and 

class reading area to share a 

poem at home.



Outline (Implementation).

Surprising poets

Many of the pupils were able to 

name picture book authors but 

were unaware that they were 

also poets. The teacher will share 

poems from well-known authors 

such as Michael Rosen, Julia 

Donaldson, Roald Dahl and Carol-

Ann Duffy to support pupils with 

drawing links between pupils 

knowledge of authors and poets.  



Outline (Implementation).

Widen the repertoire

Each term the class will explore the 

work of a poet new to the teacher and 

pupils. Pupils will be introduced to the 

poet and examine an overview of the 

poet’s books to discuss the different 

themes. Each week the teacher will 

read aloud different poems and share 

videos of the poet reading their poems, 

focusing on developing discussion with 

the pupils about the style and voice 

used. At the end of the term, the 

pupils will learn and perform their 

favourite poem from memory.



Impact: Summary At the end of the school year children 

were asked to name poets they had 

heard of and read. The children were 

able to confidently name a variety of 

poets.   

“ I have really enjoyed learning about different 

poets. I really like Douglas Florian because he 

writes poems about weird insects and the 

illustrations are good too.” - Freddie

“ My favourite poet is Julia Donaldson 

because I like all the rhyming.” – Hattie

“ Michael Rosen is my favourite because he is 

really funny especially Chocolate Cake, that’s 

my favourite.” – Harry

“ I like choosing books from the poetry basket 

to read with my friends. “ – Lexi

“ I really liked taking the poetry books home 

and reading them with my mum. I chose 

Moon Juice because the poems are funny. “ -

Leo



Reflections on impact the TaRs research had on practice

• Teachers’ knowledge of children’s literature is crucial to developing a RfP culture in the classroom.

• Teachers need to pay particular attention to the interests of their pupils so that they can provide 

a choice of reading materials that will develop an intrinsic desire to read. 

• Reading for pleasure is a community building experience. 

• Reading aloud helps create this sense of community and builds a store of books in common that 

brings readers together.

• Poems are a good way to engage children in reading for pleasure. 

Next Steps

Continue to develop Teachers’ knowledge of children’s authors and poets 

to widen the repertoire and be able to draw on different poets to 

explore each term based on the children’s interests.  


